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Freelance journalist offers students advice

Seika Ueda
seuida@ursinus.edu

Freelance journalist, Kathleen Nicholson Webber, who works for various lifestyle magazines in the Philadelphia area, visited Ursinus College to talk about her career on Wednesday, Oct. 14. Sharing her knowledge of journalism and advising students on how to plan their futures as a journalist, Webber encouraged students to make the first step in the world of journalism.

“I never thought I would pursue a career in writing when I was in college,” Webber explained at the opening of the discussion. While she concentrated her studies on Business Administration, she loved writing for the daily college newspaper at Saint Mary’s College in Notre Dame, Indiana. She decided to be a journalist after working as a fashion assistant with designer Michael Kors. She was first inspired by editors in the fashion world and after receiving an M.A. in Journalism in 1994 from New York University, she began work as a copywriter at Self magazine. Soon after, she started writing articles for W magazine and became a freelance lifestyle writer in 1998—writing stories about the way we live, including health, house design, wedding, and dieting. According to her Web site, she has contributed to Martha Stewart Weddings, Women’s Health, InStyle, Harper’s Bazaar, Country Home and W, and the internet for MSN/AOL and village. She has also written for Philadelphia Magazine’s Home & Garden, The Philadelphia Inquirer, and New Jersey Life. Outside of her career as a professional journalist, Webber teaches journalism at Temple University and the College of New Jersey, and has also published a coffee table book, Spectacular Homes of Greater Philadelphia in 2006.

Ursinus English professor Dr. Erec Smith met with Webber this summer at the Philly Spells Writing Center.

Karli Scott, a junior business and economics major and founder and President of UC’s chapter, heard about the organization from her parents. She began the process of creating a chapter of Big Brothers Big Sisters here at UC. It included contacting the organization, reading through guidelines, and drafting a constitution for USGA to inspect. The application was approved last February. She was happy to say that over 150 students initially expressed interest and 60 were interviewed.

Ty Wetzel, a junior business and economics and computer science double major who serves as Vice President of UC’s chapter of BBBS, offers this explanation for the overwhelming interest of the student body: “The purpose of BBBS is one that I think many students are attracted to; to spend only a few minutes every week being a mentor/friend and creating such an impact in a little’s life is really fulfilling.”
News

News-in-brief: Armenia and Turkey try to ease tensions

Lisa Jobe
ljobe@ursinus.edu

Tuesday, October 13
CAIRO, EGYPT - In Egypt, an all-male committee has ruled that women are not allowed to wear the niqab (a veil covering the entire face worn by very religious Muslim women) in public university areas in Egypt. The committee convened at Egypt's Al-Azhar university, the highest institution of Sunni Islam in the world. The Shaikh of Al-Azhar announced the decision, which means the niqab, also known as a burqa, cannot be worn in such areas as dormitories and all-female classes. The decision has sparked an outcry from females who choose to wear the niqab. The ruling is seen by many in Egypt as an attempt to counter the growing influence of the strictest interpretation of Islam. Muslim scholars disagree on the subject of the niqab and other head coverings worn by women; the Koran states only that, "O Prophet! Tell your wives and your daughters and the women of the believers to draw their cloaks all over their bodies." So the subject is open to wide interpretation by scholars, religious leaders, and average people alike. Said a cleaning lady working at Al-Azhar: "The niqab should be worn under two circumstances. A very beautiful woman should wear it to prevent men from fighting over her, and an ugly woman should wear it to hide her face."

Wednesday, October 14
BURSA, TURKEY - Armenia and Turkey are trying a new method of diplomacy in order to ease tensions that have existed between the two nations for a century: soccer. Armenian President Serzh Sarkissian arrived in Turkey on Wednesday, where he and Turkey's president Abdullah Gul will attend a soccer match between the two countries' national teams. This "football diplomacy" comes just a few days after both governments signed a historic set of protocols designed to establish friendlier diplomatic relations between the two. It calls for establishment of embassies and the reopening of the Turkey-Armenia border, among other things. Though the United States, the European Union, and Russia are all very enthusiastic about the diplomatic steps, both Turkish and Armenian nationalists are angered. Among other grievances, Armenians want Turkey to recognize the World War I-era slaying of ethnic Armenians as genocide, while Turkey denies genocide ever occurred, and wants an international group of historians to examine those events. The agreements between the two governments still have to be ratified by the countries' parliaments, and there's no guarantee they will make it through.

Thursday, October 15
NEW YORK - The United Nations Assembly will elect five nations as nonpermanent members of the U.N. Security Council on Thursday. This is "the first time since 2004 that the seats are uncontested." The five countries that are expected to be chosen are Brazil, Gabon, Lebanon, Nigeria, and Bosnia and Herzegovina; they will fulfill a two-year term starting January 1. These nations will join Austria, Japan, Mexico, Turkey, and Uganda, the current five nonpermanent members whose terms expire at the end of next year. The U.K., France, China, the U.S., and Russia are the five permanent members of the Security Council. As the name suggests, the Security Council's main objective is to maintain international peace and security. While the General Assembly can make suggestions to other nations, the decisions made by the Security Council must be carried out by the member nations.

(All articles come from CNN.com, with additional information from Wikipedia.)
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Ursinus College is making visible strides toward improving the safety of students through the addition of new light posts along Main Street and other locations that were deemed areas of concern by a committee made up of stakeholders. Campus Safety later communicated to the Director of Ursinus Facilities, Andy Feick, that students were concerned with a previously unidentified area of risk, the main entrance stairwell to Pfahler. The light posts are scheduled to illuminate the school grounds by the end of October. The effort to make pedestrian safety along Main Street a budgetary priority was spurred by a student being hit by an automobile over a year ago.

According to a pedestrian study done in March of this year, there are roughly 645 residents who live across the street and need to cross to campus at least twice a day. The school is deemed responsible for the maintenance of the crosswalks and replacement when roads are repaved. Ursinus submitted a crosswalk modification plan and is awaiting approval, and after that, the process of procuring funds. Feick hopes the start of crosswalk construction will begin in the summer of 2010. For now, the installation of the $2,000 light posts, which were locally forged in Spring City, Pennsylvania, will provide the students and residence of Collegeville a brighter, livelier, and safer night.

Because Ursinus provides a safe crossing environment, according to 2007 Safe Committee meeting notes, students are responsible for their own actions along the street—so be 30 mile per hour drivers. However, the police have to allow for a transition between speeds, therefore making the five mile per hour reduction slightly less impactful because of Trappe’s 45 mile per hour set speed limit.

During a Collegeville candidate forum held in Olin auditorium on Oct. 14, the relationship between Collegeville and Ursinus was epitomized by the sparse attendance of the Ursinus community and some of the comments made by the council hopefuls. Catherine Kemen (D.) made sure to remind the audience that it is the building boom of the south east corner of Pennsylvania which fuels the state’s economy; effectively conveying that more traffic means more potential business for local business owners.

Within the past two weeks there have been counts of robbery at gun point and attempted robbery within the borough of Collegeville. When asked about how they would increase safety in Collegeville, Rowan Keenan (R.) complimented the borough’s police force, calling them “superlative,” and emphasized that since crime rates are very low, the town should just keep funding the force like it always has. The new lighting around campus serves as a deterrent against crime.

In April 2009, Feick asked the Collegeville Planning Commission about the potential for brighter street lights over Main Street, and, according to a 2009 Safety Committee, the commission was not interested in doing anything to help with the matter. Keenan, who was born in Collegeville and has served as a volunteer fire fighter for the past six years, responded to a question regarding the relationship between Ursinus and Collegeville: “How do I not sound like a Republican when I say this, Ursinus College is using a large amount of land which is tax exempt,” eliciting a guffaw from Kemen, who later responded that the school’s “presence alone” makes up for the non-profit property tax exemption.

"BBBS" is continued from page 1.

Ty's “Little,” Devon, is “definitely a character,” who has told Ty that he wants to be a cop, just so he can arrest people.

Senior business and economics and Spanish double major, Lauren Derstine, also serves as a “Big.” While she describes her position as “somewhat nerve-racking,” given the fact that she has such an impact on her 5th Grade “Little,” Ashley, she fondly recalled an instance when a teacher pulled her aside and thanked her for giving up her time and mentioned how excited Ashley had been to meet her.

Vinh Ly, a junior biology and Spanish double major, also spoke of the great responsibility he feels in providing guidance to 4th grade student, Luis, but also says, “I’m just happy to be that for him.” When asked if he himself has changed through this process, Vinh thought carefully, “It’s still too early to tell...It has made me realize my passion for working with children, especially underprivileged children.”

Referring back to BBBS’s website, because of the efforts put forth by students like Karl, Ty, Lauren, and Vinh, “Littles are less likely to begin using illegal drugs and alcohol, less likely to skip school or classes; and better able to get along with family and friends.” The students of UC realize the benefits of quality one-on-one time with “Littles” and, no doubt, cherish the opportunity to act as role-models for these elementary school children.

If all goes well this fall, Scott promises further expansion of the program to encompass middle schools. She also says that there will be an increased number of matches and encourages those interested in joining to watch for sign-ups this spring semester.

As for this week, ambitions are big. Derstine smiled as she spoke about her plans with Ashley, “She wants to tell me more about her family and show me some more of her hip hop dance. And there’s a cat puzzle we need to finish.”
Technology and it’s role in college student recruitment

Jonathan Barber
jobarber@ursinus.edu

Features

According to an interview with University of Houston professor and Associate Dean John Butler, mass mailings from colleges and universities to prospective students are time consuming and costly, and they produce a low rate of return from many recipients who simply throw the materials in the trash because they are not interested in the institution.

As a result, in recent years, educational establishments have started to recruit students via electronic means. Colleges, including Ursinus, now frequently post admission forms, course catalogs, advisor E-mail addresses, and more on their Web sites. For instance, according to NewsChannels5.com, students thinking about attending a particular school can investigate the resources offered by particular campuses by participating in “virtual” college tours via a few keystrokes.

Ursinus has taken to the Internet to improve its communication with prospective students. By applying to Ursinus online, a student who is still in high school can save the $50 registration fee that they would have to pay if they applied via mail. According to Richard DiFeliciantonio, Vice President for Enrollment at Ursinus, “applicants can now follow in real time the progress of their applications, learning what’s missing so they can work toward timely completion.”

Other information provided in the Admissions section of the Ursinus Web site includes information on majors and minors, application deadlines, information on the Common Intellectual Experience, and instructions for arranging overnight visits to the campus. Additionally, the sign-ups for freshman orientation and the survey for freshmen housing are also completed online now, a change from just a few years ago.

Dollar Store bizarre foods: Potted meat on Frito canned chips

Elizabeth Mahoney and Cory Kram
elmahoney@ursinus.edu and ekram@ursinus.edu

Armour Potted Meat: the name itself stirs up horrifying images of unidentifiable meat products. This “meat” spread comes in a small can. The label claims that it is America’s favorite potted meat. This could even be true since Armour is basically the only brand which sells potted meat. Although it is “America’s favorite” it definitely didn’t win any prizes with us. We tried to improve the taste of potted meat in three ways: scooped with Fritos, spread on a slice of bread, and mixed with egg and cheese. We were afraid to try the meat by itself.

First up: Potted Meat and Fritos
Cory: Opening the can was a terrifying experience. It looked like meat sorbet! I almost gagged from just thinking about ingesting this meat mush. I cautiously took a Frito and scooped up a small bit of the meat. I said my prayers and slowly put the concoction into my mouth. The taste was so strange. It was like an explosion of salt. I thought I was eating cat food.

Elizabeth: The smell was overpowering from the start. I almost didn’t have to eat anything to taste the meat since the aroma permeated the room as soon as the can was opened. When I did try it I could barely taste any chip through the meat. It was very salty, which makes sense considering the expiration date is in 2012. Something has to keep the meat fresh.

Next up: Potted meat mixed in with cheese and scrambled eggs
Cory: I really didn’t want to taste this. Even though we mixed in the meat with cheese and eggs, the stench of the potted meat was still prominent. I don’t think the eggs and cheese really improved the meat. It just made it look even more terrifying.

Elizabeth: This was my favorite variation. Only a little meat was added, so even though the taste of the meat was still there it was slightly masked by the eggs and cheese. Though mixing the meat in did leave unpleasant looking pink specks throughout the eggs, the taste was much better than that of the meat with the Fritos. The main problem with this dish was the tiny aftertaste.

Our last experiment: Potted Meat spread over bread
Cory: This was not too bad. It kind of tasted like a tuna sandwich. It was still very salty though. The bread definitely helped.

Elizabeth: The meat was spread very thinly over the bread, which helped disguise the taste. It tasted like bread with some salt sprinkled on top. Potted meat is a very strange pinkish color, almost the color of pink frosting, which made it look very unappetizing spread on top of bread. Eating it was even stranger, since it looked like it should be sweet and there was only the taste of salt. Weird.

We should also note that the can is certainly honest when it comes to listing the ingredients. Ingredients include mechanically separated chicken, beef tripe, salt and water. In fact there is 840 mg of salt in the 3 ounce can. Ironically, Fritos has 330 mg of salt in 3 ounces. However, the can does come with an easy to open pop-top, although no one really wants to open a can of mystery meat at top speed. The texture was another problem. Meat shouldn’t be a spread like peanut butter or nutella. It’s just too strange.

Despite our negative feedback, some of our friends actually enjoyed the taste of potted meat. James Galgon claimed it “would be good with buttered toast or as a spread for a bagel.” So next time Wismer has a bagel bar potted meat should be one of the selections. Three cans for a dollar at the dollar store! This is definitely one of the bargains of the century!

One final note: we decided to conduct an experiment with the extra can of potted meat. We left it opened and outside for the night. Contrary to popular belief, animals don’t like potted meat. The meat was gone the next morning.

Overall, we give potted meat $ out of $$$$$$. It’s not good for you but it’s good for your wallet.

Photos on the Web site can offer a visual sampling of what prospective students can expect when they make it to campus. This was the case with freshmen Maria Krolakowski, who explained, “I looked at the pics before I visited to make sure I liked the looks of the campus and everything it had to offer.” Such pictures can be especially helpful to those students who live a distance from Ursinus site. He fielded a variety of questions. For example, a father asked if the Merit Award earned by his son, who had applied Early Decision to Ursinus, would be affected by a decision to waive the son’s SAT scores. Within three minutes, the father had an answer to a question that could have taken as long as a month to answer by United States Postal Service mail.

Freshmen Mary Barbagallo says she used the Internet for admissions-related tasks as well. “I was constantly checking to make sure Admissions had everything they needed to process my application.”

The increased use of technology has lead to applications being sent into Ursinus from all 50 states. The actual enrollment has changed somewhat as well, as more students from Connecticut and Massachusetts are deciding to attend Ursinus.

Just the other day, I was on the Facebook page of a friend who is a tour guide. A student to whom he had given a tour of Ursinus to had made a post on his wall, thanking him for showing her around the campus. Ursinus, DiFeliciantonio says, has an official Facebook profile which it uses to inform potential students about the college and attract them to the campus.

The ability of prospective students to keep in touch with current students and admissions staff has had a significant impact on applicant rates, according to DiFeliciantonio. The increase in simple e-mail correspondence between prospective students and admissions staff has “increased our applicant levels from 2,000 to 6,000 over the past four years.” Furthermore, Ursinus is attracting “students from places where the college was relatively unknown in the past.”

Ursinus has a bright future, regardless of who you talk to. With the Web and other technological resources, there is no telling what possibilities are on the horizon for the college.
Sophomore Week Celebration 2009

Maria Beazley
mbeazley@ursinus.edu

Sophomore year is a time to explore new opportunities, discover your passions, and strengthen your commitments to your education, campus activities, and friends. It is also a year of decision-making and planning.

Some of the goals for your sophomore year may include:
- Immersing yourself in your major and making connections with faculty and fellow students in your department.
- Planning for your independent Learning Experience (i.e., study abroad, internships, research/summer fellowships, and/or student teaching).
- Working with your major adviser to construct an academic plan for your remaining years at Ursinus.
- Discovering your passions and strengths in and out of the classroom.
- Assuming leadership roles through campus organizations, community service, campus employment, etc.

Sophomore week events are designed to help you begin your journey and achieve your goals for this year! Please check your email for additional information and details on the following events:

Take your Professor to Lunch during Sophomore week.
This is a great opportunity to get to know your faculty outside of the classroom. Prizes for sophomores who participate!

Major Meetings - Meet with faculty and fellow students in your Department.
Meeting held at various times during the week. Undeclared students are encouraged to attend meetings in majors that are of interest to them. Check your email for the schedule of Department Meetings.

Independent Learning Experience Forum: What I wish I knew as a Sophomore
Tuesday, October 27, 2009 11:30 AM - 1:30 PM
Jazzman's Café - Myrin Library: Talk with upper class students about their study abroad adventures, internships, and summer fellowships/research projects.

Mind your Peas and Q's:
Navigating a meal during an interview

Career Services
career@ursinus.edu

Remember the Seinfeld episode when George Costanza got caught double dipping? Are you guilty of this sort of dining disaster? Have you been caught slurping your soup, talking with your mouth full, or blowing your nose in your napkin during dinner? Have you considered that your every dining practice might not cut it if you were sharing a meal with a potential employer in an interview setting?

Well have no fear! Career Services is teaming up with SIJE and Dining Services to help you learn how to make dining over an interview a delightful-not dreaded experience. “Which fork?” is a dining etiquette program where you can enjoy a yummy three-course meal while learning tips and directions designed to polish your dining etiquette skills and manners. Learn which fork to use, which roll is yours, how to pass the salt and pepper, and how and where to place your napkin.

Join us for an evening of fun, food and formal etiquette instruction on Tuesday, Oct. 27th at 5 p.m. in the faculty and staff dining room. RESERVATIONS REQUIRED! The dinner and program are FREE—but a deposit of $10.00 is requested (and will be refunded at the dinner). Stop in Career Services to sign up, call 610.409.3599, email career@ursinus.edu. Act quickly, because space is limited and will be on a “first come, first served” basis! Some tips to consider until we meet...
- Bring all foods to your mouth, not the other way around.
- Never talk with your mouth full.
- Under no circumstances should you smoke or order alcohol.
- Enjoy yourself.

The number of students doing shows, however, has slightly dropped from last year—one of several disappointments for the crew. “It’s been very tumultuous,” said Hanford, who explained that, over the last few years, the station has needed to move from Bomberger to Ritter, replace several pieces of equipment, and deal with receiving minimal funds. “We’re trying to do a lot of things [but] WVOU has a very limited budget,” he said.

Several projects are currently underway; the crew would like to implement a sort of “mobile DJing” service, where WVOU DJs can be hired to play music at registered parties and Late Night Lower. They are also seeking to further develop the fundraising and advertising committees, as well as the committee responsible for concerts. Currently, each committee has 2-3 representatives, most of whom are DJs themselves. Thanks to the concert committee, Hallelujah the Hills, a band from Boston, will be performing at Ursinus on Nov. 18— the location has yet to be determined. Those interested, however, can soon look for advertisements, which will be targeting not only the Ursinus community but the Collegeville and Phoenixville communities. For more information regarding WVOU, check out the station’s blog at wvouradio.blogspot.com. Anyone interested in DJing should contact Laurel Salvo or Nick Hanford.
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HPV Vaccine: “One Less” Reason for Some to Think that Protection’s Necessary?

Gianna Paone

If you’re female, then there’s a good chance that you’ve either heard of or been offered the Gardasil® shot, the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine widely administered in America since 2006. Advertised as a means of preventing cervical cancers, cervical abnormalities that could lead to cancer, or genital warts, the vaccine is now routinely recommended by physicians to all 11- and 12-year-old girls. Even if the recipient isn’t sexually active yet, how could any medicine that fights severe symptoms of a sexually transmitted infection (STI) and that’s considered “safe” by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), according to their Web site, be knowledgeable grasp on a condom’s importance in may feel guilty for

Get wrapped up in these great fiction novels for winter

Ellen Bernhard

With the fall semester in full gear, it seems almost impossible to sit down with a book other than a textbook or an archaic novel assigned for class. Luckily there are some people within the Ursinus community who have recently read books worth recommending. English professor Dr. Matthew Kozusko and senior Steve Moffett have recommended two very different books, with both pieces of literature attacking the norms of authoring in different ways. Aside from the local acclaim they have received and popularity over the years, both books have been praised in "Ulysses meets Catcher in the Rye." Dr. Kozusko has spent many hours reading books—from Shakespeare to the philosophical texts of CIE, the English professor knows the ins and outs of literature. Highly recommended by Dr. Kozusko, David Foster Wallace's notorious fiction novel Infinite Jest clocks in at over 1,000 pages in length, and according to Dr. Kozusko, “takes entire seasons to read, but it’s worth it.” Think of it as “Ulysses meets Catcher in the Rye.” Dr. Kozusko discovered this novel in the way most of us find out about books—through a recommendation by a friend. "Friends in grad school were reading it," he said, "and wouldn’t shut up about it." The first time around, it took him over a year to finish. But in 2008, in preparation for using it to teach a class, Dr. Kozusko "read it twice, in succession, in about two months each time." Picking up the book for the first time in 1998, Kozusko has read it every year since then. The success of the novel, aside from its seemingly cult-like popularity within the literary world, is described by Dr. Kozusko as "far and away the most generous book I’ve ever, ever read. That may sound like a weird way to describe a piece of fiction," he said, "but that’s what it is: generous. Giving. It never stops giving."

Publishers Weekly defines the novel as having “baroque plotlines, zany political satire, morbid, cerebral humor and astonishing range of cultural references.” Because of this, readers may be hesitant to dive into such a challenge. One Amazon.com reviewer even called the novel “a daunting task.” "It’s not for everyone," Dr. Kozusko agreed, "but if it’s for you, one of the biggest mistakes you could make is not to read it." Like Wallace’s Infinite Jest, Mark Z. Danielewski’s House of Leaves challenges not only the concept of literature, but proves at times, a tedious task for the reader as well. At just over 700 pages in length, Danielewski’s fiction novel uses what Publishers Weekly calls “the Nabokovian trick of running one narrative in footnotes to the other,” meaning that two stories are being told at the same time; one can be read through the normal text, the other can be read its’ footnotes. “A lot of times, it was difficult to figure out what was going on because the stories were crossing over on each other and it took me forever to get through it.” Moffett said, “but it’s definitely worth it.”

The plot centers on a family who move into a house in Virginia that seems to have a mind of its own. Rooms suddenly appear and disappear, and the inside of the house is visibly much larger than the outside. It is up to protagonist Will Navidson to discover the meaning behind it in order to protect his family from a house that appears to be out of control. "It’s hard to describe," Moffett recalls, "you have to read it to understand it." Although the book seems very lengthy, the brilliant use of text cuts down the length. "There were a lot of pages where there was just one word on each page. Or only a few," Moffett said, "Those sections were pretty easy to get through." At a point in the semester where schoolwork takes over for round the clock stress, it may seem like some kind of sick, twisted joke to crack open a 700-page or even a 1,000-page novel just for fun. But for some, getting lost in the deep realms of a fictionalized plotline can be an escape.

Photos courtesy of Google Images.
Movie trailers hit and miss in the box office: A look at new releases

Zach Shamberg
zashamberg@ursinus.edu

I saw “Titanic” in a movie theater for five dollars. Five dollars! “Titanic,” arguably the greatest movie of all-time (please send all hate mail to zashamberg@ursinus.edu), cost me only five dollars to see at the height of its popularity. I recently went to the theater to see the disappointment that was “Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen” for eleven dollars. Make no mistake about it: in no way am I comparing James Cameron’s epic masterpiece to Michael Bay’s stinking pile of robot metal and machines. I am simply pointing out that, with ticket prices reaching upwards of fifteen and eighteen dollars, I really can’t blame millions of people for illegally downloading movies and waiting for the DVD to be released.

A few movies were released over our fall break, and some of them (“Where the Wild Things Are”, “Law Abiding Citizen”, “Paranormal Activity”) grossed a fine amount. Others (“The Stepfather”) struggled to find an audience. I debated which of the movies to see or skip while we were away from school, and here’s how I decided: the trailer. In most cultures, the word “trailer” evokes Rednecks, overlords, and FEMA. But in Hollywood, however, a trailer is the most important aspect of any film. It’s the one way for audiences to decide whether or not to see a movie. You’ll rarely come across anyone who pays to see a movie without viewing the trailer at least once. I’ll tell you this; I ultimately decided to see “Where the Wild Things Are” over fall break. But for anyone trying to decide what to see this week, I’ve graded each film trailer and made the process of elimination a little easier for you.

Grade: A-

ZACH
SHAMBERG
LIVING IN SHAMERICA

“Law Abiding Citizen”

This movie was filmed in Philadelphia! The trailer opens with a shot of City Hall! And that’s where the excitement stops. Gerard Butler, speaking in an English/Scottish/Philadelphia accent that makes him sound like a sixth-grader starring in a stage version of “Macbeth,” sees his wife and children murdered in front of him. Jamie Foxx, who might as well be holding his paycheck each time he appears onscreen, plays a corrupt attorney who can’t bring the killers to justice. Butler decides to seek justice himself, killing everyone who was involved in the case one-by-one. The trailer is filled with close-ups of exploding cars and people dropping dead, but the best parts feature Butler and Fox sitting across from each other at an array of courtroom and prison tables, yelling standard lines of dialogue such as “I’m gonna get you!” and “Not if I get you first!” I love the premise of a wronged citizen seeking justice, but this seems like everyone involved took leftovers from films like “The Last House on the Left” and “Taken” and slapped them in the cinematic microwave. Skip this and see “Taken” on DVD instead.

Grade: C-

“The Stepfather”

As a child of divorce, the concept for this movie scared the hell out of me. A married couple with three children separates, the mother remarries a mysterious man who turns up on “America’s Most Wanted,” and hilarity (murder, vengeance) ensues. “Gossip Girl” star Penn Badgley is the concerned son; “Nip/Tuck” star Dylan Baker is the villainous stepfather. From the looks of the trailer, Baker is the kind of all-American dad that kids should love: he has family dinners, takes his children to the movies, and even allows his eldest son to drink alcohol in the basement. But when a neighbor comes over and alerts the family to Baker’s facial similarity to a killer who appeared on “America’s Most Wanted,” everyone begins to grow suspicious. After that, Baker becomes the typical psychotic killer, complete with a locked tool shed filled with bodies and an obsession with power saws and knives. It just seems to me that if the old neighbor (who, by the way, is holding a cat, which screams “crazy widower!”) minded her business and decided not to watch “America’s Most Wanted” on her Saturday night, everyone would have lived happily ever after. And who watches “America’s Most Wanted” anyway? It’s as if the writers couldn’t decide how make the family realize they were living with a killer. A dull plot device for what seems like a pointless movie.

Grade: D

“Where the Wild Things Are”

Director Spike Jonze has helmed two of the strangest films in recent memory (“Adaptation” and “Being John Malkovich”) and written concepts for the “Jackass” films and many of the show’s episodes. With a resume that includes directing Oscar-winning performances and penning segments such as “golf course air horn” and “fireworks roller skates,” Jonze was ready to tackle any project presented to him. He co-wrote “Wild Things” with Dave Eggers, and he chose a relatively unknown, Max Records, to play the main character, Max, in his film. From the looks of the trailer, Jonze has created a truly moving adaptation of Maurice Sendak’s classic children’s book. With Arcade Fire’s “Wake Up” blaring in the background, we see young Max brave turbulent ocean waters, run from falling trees and mounds of flying dirt, and look into the eyes of a wild thing to see the humanity in the cruellest, ugliest animal. It’s the kind of movie trailer that makes you not only remember your childhood, but wish you could go back and do it all over again. When Max sits idly in class and stares out the window at the moon, he wishes to escape to a place with adventure and the unknown. How many of us can honestly say we’ve never known that feeling? “Where the Wild Things Are” is a fantastic movie trailer, and an even better movie.

Grade: A

“Paranormal Activity”

I watched this trailer at 2:50 p.m. in broad daylight, and it scared me more than movies like “The Ring” or “The Blair Witch Project” ever did. The trailer shows an audience’s reaction to the first-ever showing of the film in Hollywood, California, and someone might as well have let an anaconda snake loose in the third row—people were screaming, jumping up and down, and generally fearing for their lives throughout the screening. The scenes that are shown from the actual movie are eerie and extremely unnerving. The premise for the film is as follows: guy and girl move in together, guy thinks that house is possessed by demons, guy buys video camera to document any strange activity, and guy and girl find out strange activity doesn’t even begin to explain their problem. The movie is currently being shown in only select cities; I’m hoping it expands to theatres in our area, other than Oaks. “Paranormal Activity” looks to be the surprise movie of 2009. This is the kind of creepy film that “The Stepfather” wanted to be.

Grade: A-

All movie poster images taken from Google Images.
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UC intramurals give more athletic options

Kate Lechleitner
kalechleitner@ursinus.edu

The weeks following fall break is the start of the second wave of intramural sports at Ursinus College. At first glance, intramural sports might seem like an unorganized group of non-athletes who do not know what they are doing, but this is simply not the case.

Intramurals are organized into three traditional seasons: flag-football in the fall, soccer/volleyball/basketball in the winter and dodgeball/field hockey in the spring. With six sports played throughout the school year, there is definitely an opportunity for everyone and anyone to get involved.

Looking at several previous intramural seasons, it is interesting to see the different types of people that come out to play. Some teams are composed of all freshmen. Some are extensions from varsity teams or Greek organizations and still others are random groups of students. Teams can be comprised of all men or a mix of men and women.

Some teams enter a league in hopes of winning a coveted “Intramural Champ” t-shirt. These teams are usually varsity athletes in a sport other than the intramural sport they are competing in. Varsity athletes on their respective sport’s intramural team are not allowed. Sometimes, this type of participant played a particular intramural sport in high school, but did not want to deal with the pressure of varsity sports in college. Intramurals give them the opportunity to still play their beloved sport, but on a more low-key and flexible level.

However, there are some groups of participants who enjoy staying active and/or want to have some fun. These participants usually leave the game with a good workout and a good laugh. The team spirit that comes out of intramural leagues is something to be admired. Through player-made uniforms or catchy pre-game chants, it is fun to see yet another example of the Ursinus Community coming together for a common athletic goal.

When asked about intramural sports, senior intramural committee member Kyle Fox becomes rather happy. He has played on intramural teams all four years at Ursinus College and notes that it is fun to play sports that he is normally not involved in directly. Fox said, “I love the camaraderie that gets formed with your team and I love that you can make a team and keep it together for all 4 years, like my indoor soccer team and basketball team.”

Kyle also comments on the different reactions he sees from intramural participants: “I can’t tell you how many times I’ve said something along the lines of ‘Holy cow I didn’t know so-and-so could play basketball or soccer or something this well’.” Intramurals definitely the opportunity to learn something new about a friend or show off a person’s secret athletic talents.

In total, there are about 500-600 students (and possibly more) that get involved in intramurals. With a school size of around 1,700, that is about 35% of the student body. Soccer is the biggest league, with thirteen teams total. Basketball is a close second, while flag-football is a more distant third.

Flag-football finished this past month and was a great success. Many students come out on a weekly basis to join in a good game, usually during good fall weather. Next up on the intramural schedule is volleyball and soccer starting the week after fall break. Interested and want to sign up? Keep tabs on the E-mails circulating campus with flyer attachments. There are also team sign up sheets in the fitness center. You can also contact Todd Bartley at tbartley@ursinus.edu.
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